
LSA Institute Course 319 University of Chicago
Instructor: Beth Levin Summer 2015

Event encoding in a crosslinguistic perspective:
Course assignment

General requirements for the assignment:

• If you are a (pre-Phd) student taking this course for credit or a letter grade, you must complete one
of the two questions on the next page.

• Answers are due at the beginning of the last class meeting on Thursday, July 30, 2015. Due to
the tight grading deadline, absolutely no late assignments will be accepted.

• You should submit hard-copy, typed answers.

• I will not accept e-mailed answers because of the large class size.

About the answers:

• Your answer should be no more than a couple of pages long (1–3 pages); don’t make it longer than
necessary!

• Please give a full, well-argued, self-contained answer; that is, the answer should make sense to a
reader who does not know the question.

• In supporting your conclusions, be sure to include relevant theoretical background and assump-
tions, to explain your reasoning, including the kind of data that is relevant to reaching your conclu-
sions, and to present and explicate this data.

• I am not looking for a research paper, but I am looking for a well-reasoned answer that shows
independent thinking!

• If you give examples from a language other than English, please be sure to gloss the individual
words in the example and to provide a translation of the entire example.

The questions: See next page.
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The questions (Answer only one of them!)

1. Hitting events in Vietnamese

The range of options for expressing hitting events in Vietnamese differs from the other languages
we discussed in class. According to Pham (1999), hitting verbs may express the surface—whether
an animate or inanimate entity—as an object; they may also take a cognate object with the surface
optionally expressed in a PP.

(1) Ti đá tôi.
Ti kicked me
‘Ti kicked me.’ (Pham 1999:232, (10a))

(2) Ti đá mô. t đá.
Ti kicked a kick
‘Ti kicked a kick.’ (Pham 1999:233, (10b))

(3) Ti đá [mô. t đá] [vào tôi.]
Ti kicked a kick on me
‘Ti kicked me a kick.’ (Pham 1999:233, (10c))

The relevant Vietnamese verbs are said to “usually involve physical movement of instruments, which
can be either body parts or physical objects towards someone or something” (Pham 1999:233); 16
of the 32 verbs listed are repeated here.

(4) đá ‘kick’, đấm ‘punch’, thụi ‘punch’, cạo ‘scratch’, cấu ‘pinch/nip’, nện ‘beat’, quai ‘beat’,
cắn ‘bite’, đánh ‘hit’, tát ‘slap’, vuốt ‘stroke/fondle’, liếm ‘lick’, hôn ‘kiss’, cù ‘tickle’, phang
‘strike with a stick’, quất ‘strike’, . . . (Pham 1999:233)

Discuss the Vietnamese data in the context of the class lecture and discussion of hitting events.
Questions you might consider include: How similar or different is this data from the other data we
have seen? Does it fit with the generalizations that were formulated based on other languages? Or
do we need to refine the generalizations?

You are not expected to read the Pham paper in writing your answer.

2. Hitting, wiping, or directed motion event descriptions in another language

If you are aware of an interesting pattern of event descriptions for either hitting, wiping, or directed
motion events in a language other than English that was not discussed in detail in the lecture notes or
readings, you can choose to explore it. Please limit yourself to one language and one of these event
types. Present the relevant data clearly and fully and comment on what makes it of interest to studies
of event encoding. Then discuss it in the context of the class lecture and discussion, considering
how it does or does not fit in with the patterns and generalizations presented in class. Be sure to
gloss your non-English examples.
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